The DNA sequences of cloned complex satellite DNAs from Hawaiian Drosophila and their bearing on satellite DNA sequence conservation.
A class of restriction endonuclease fragments near 185 bp in length and comprising approximately 20% of the genomes of 3 species of Hawaiian Drosophila has been cloned using bacteriophage M13. The nucleotide sequences of 14 clones have been determined and the variation between clones has been found to be due to deletions and base changes. Analyses of uncloned material show that the cloning system itself does not introduce the variation. The variation of the basic repeat within and between species is high; 15% due to deletions and 10% due to base changes. The Drosophila data are similar in many respects to both the 23 bp calf satellite results (Pech et al., 1979 b) and those from sequence analyses of the 170 bp primate restriction fragments (Rubin et al., 1979; Donehower et al., 1980, Wu and Manuelidis, 1980). The intraspecies level of base changes and deletions in the calf satellite approaches 25% as does that in the human/African green monkey/baboon comparisons. The between species variation in the primate group is near 35%. Direct sequencing methods thus reveal a widespread sequence heterogeneity in both invertebrate and mammalian satellite systems of long or short repeat length. This heterogeneity does not support the strict sequence conservation implied by the "library" hypothesis, which claims a functional role in speciation for the rigid conservation of satellite DNA sequences (Fry and Salser, 1977). Furthermore the Drosophila and primate data reveal that satellite DNAs can change rapidly, though nonrandomly, at the nucleotide sequence level in a relatively closely knit group such as the Hawaiian species, as well as in more distantly related species from amongst the primates. We draw two major conclusions. There is no universal attribute of satellite DNA sequence per se, the only biological variable to date being the amount of satellite DNA and its effect in the germ line. Many aspects of satellite DNA evolution conform to Kimura's (1979) concepts of neutrality.